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Let M be a matrix of order n = pq. Then the tensor rank of M
is deﬁned as the minimal possible ρ in expressions of the form
M = ∑ρt=1 Ut ⊗ Vt , where Ut and Vt are matrices of order p and q,
respectively. Let M be a nonsingular matrix of tensor rank 3 and,
moreover, of the form
M = I + A ⊗ X + Y ⊗ B
with rank X = rank Y = 1. Then, it is discovered and proved that
the tensor rank ofM−1 is bounded from above by 5 independently
of p and q, the estimate being sharp. Some related and extended
results are also given.
© 2009 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction
Kronecker (tensor) product decompositions and approximations are proving to be very useful in
the design of fast algorithms [1,7] and modern numerical technologies for large-scale problems (for
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example, see [3,4,6,16]), especially in higher dimensions [2,11]. However, tensor rank estimates are
available only for tensor approximations to special classes of function-related matrices [4,13,14], and
next to nothing seems to be known in a pure algebraic context (for one of very few see [15]). In this
paper we present some general estimates for matrices with no reference to functions and grids.
GivenaﬁeldF,wesuppose that theentriesof allmatricesbelong toF. Thegeneralﬁndingspresented
below are valid for an arbitrary (maybe ﬁnite) ﬁeld. However, in some proofs we must needs assume
that F = C.
LetM be a matrix of order n = pq. Then the tensor rank ofM is deﬁned as the minimal possible ρ
in expressions of the form
M =
ρ∑
t=1
Ut ⊗ Vt ,
where Ut and Vt are matrices of order p and q, respectively. In this case we shall write
tRank(M) = ρ.
It might be worthy to emphasize that here we deal with the two-adic (two-factor) case, which differs
in many respects from the case of more factors.
IfM is nonsingular and tRank(M) = 2, then a nontrivial estimate proposed in [15] for the two-adic
case reads
tRank(M−1)min{p, q}.
If tRank(M) = 3, then no nontrivial estimate is known as yet.
Here, nevertheless, we consider the case tRank(M) = 3 and present an estimate of the form
tRank(M−1) 5.
It excels in being independent of p and q but capitalizes on a certain additional structure inM:
M = I + A ⊗ X + Y ⊗ B,
where
rank X = rank Y = 1.
This kind of structure emerges from recent approximation constructions for Toeplitz matrices [12,17]
and, as we envisage, can provide some grounds for the application of approximate iterations [5] for
the inversion of two-level Toeplitz matrices [9,10].
2. Main results
Lemma 2.1. Let the entries of all matrices belong to an arbitrary ﬁeld F. Assume that a nonsingular matrix
K is of the form
K = I + A ⊗
(
uv
)
, (1)
where A is p × p and u, v are column vectors with q entries. Then
K−1 = I + A˜ ⊗
(
uv
)
(2)
with
A˜ = −A
(
I + (vu)A
)−1
. (3)
Proof. We can regard the given matrix
K = I + (A ⊗ u)(I ⊗ v)
as a rank pmodiﬁcation of the identity matrix I. On application of the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury
formula,
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K−1 = I − (A ⊗ u)W−1(I ⊗ v),
where
W = I + (I ⊗ v)(A ⊗ u) = I + A ⊗ (vu) = I + (vu)A.
Let I1 denote the identity matrix of order 1. Since
(A ⊗ u)W−1 = (A ⊗ u)(W−1 ⊗ I1) = AW−1 ⊗ u,
we obtain
K−1 = I − (A ⊗ u)W−1(I ⊗ v) = I − (AW−1 ⊗ u)(I ⊗ v) = I − AW−1 ⊗ uv,
which gives us up to (2) with A˜ = −AW−1. 
Lemma 2.2. Let the entries of all matrices belong to an arbitrary ﬁeld F. Assume that a nonsingular matrix
M is of the form
L = I +
(
gh
)
⊗ B, (4)
where B is q × q and g, h are column vectors with p entries. Then
L−1 = I +
(
gh
)
⊗ B˜ (5)
with
B˜ = −(I + (hg)B)−1B. (6)
Proof. It sufﬁces to observe that L = I + gh ⊗ B reduces to I + B ⊗ gh by a permutation similarity
transformation. Another way is a straightforward modiﬁcation of the previous proof. 
Theorem 2.1. Let the entries of all matrices belong to an arbitrary ﬁeld F. Let M be a nonsingular matrix
of the form
M = I + A ⊗ X + Y ⊗ B, (7)
where A, Y are p × p and X , B are q × q, and assume that
rank X = rank Y = 1. (8)
Assume additionally that the matrices I + A ⊗ X and I + Y ⊗ B are both nonsingular. Then
M−1 = I + Â ⊗ X + Y ⊗ B̂ + Y1 ⊗ X1 + Y2 ⊗ X2 (9)
with some matrices Â, B̂ of possibly full rank and other matrices X1, X2, Y1, Y2 of rank at most 1.
Proof. For some column vectors u, v and g, hwe can write
X = uv, Y = gh.
Then, on the base of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2,
K−1 = I + A˜ ⊗
(
uv
)
,
L−1 = I +
(
gh
)
⊗ B˜
and, by a direct calculation,
KL = M +
(
Agh
)
⊗
(
uvB
)
.
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Consequently,
M = K
(
I − K−1
(
Agh ⊗ uvB
)
L−1
)
L. (10)
Now, let us have a closer look at the matrix in between of K and L in the right-hand side. Above all,
it is naturally expressed in the form I − F . Then, observe that
Agh ⊗ uvB = (Ag ⊗ u)(h ⊗ vB)
is a matrix of rank 1. Hence,
rank F = 1
and using the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula we conclude that
(I − F)−1 = I + cF
for some scalar value c. More precisely,
F = (I + A˜ ⊗ uv)(Ag ⊗ u)(h ⊗ vB)(I + gh ⊗ B˜)
=
(
Ag ⊗ u + (vu)˜AAg ⊗ u
) (
h ⊗ vB + (hg)h ⊗ vBB˜
)
= (Sg ⊗ u)(h ⊗ vT) = Sgh ⊗ uvT ,
where
S = A + (vu)˜AA, T = B + (hg)BB˜.
Due to (3) and (6) we have
S = −A˜, T = −B˜,
which implies that
F = A˜gh ⊗ uvB˜
and, therefore,
(I − F)−1 = I + cA˜gh ⊗ uvB˜.
In chime with (10) and the above formulas for K−1 and L−1,
M−1 = L−1(I − F)−1K−1
=
(
I + gh ⊗ B˜
) (
I + cA˜gh ⊗ uvB˜
) (
I + A˜ ⊗ uv
)
= I + gh ⊗ B˜ + A˜ ⊗ uv + cA˜gh ⊗ uvB˜
+ αgh ⊗ B˜uv + ghA˜ ⊗ B˜uv + βA˜ghA˜ ⊗ uv + αghA˜ ⊗ B˜uv,
where
α = chA˜g, β = cvB˜u.
Finally, allowing for X = uv and Y + gh, we arrive at (9) by setting
Â = A˜ + βA˜ghA˜, B̂ = B˜ + αB˜uv,
Y1 = (1 + α)ghA˜, X1 = B˜uv, Y2 = cA˜gh, X2 = uvB˜,
which completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.1. Under the premises of Theorem 2.1, the inverse matrix M−1 can be alternatively written in
the form
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M−1 = I + A˜ ⊗ uv + gh ⊗ B˜ + Ŷ1 ⊗ X1 + Y2 ⊗ X̂2,
where A˜ and B˜ are deﬁned by (2) and (5), and the matrices X1, Y2 are of rank at most 1 while Ŷ1, X̂2 are of
rank at most 2.
Theorem 2.2. Let F ⊂ C. If a matrix of the form
M = C ⊗ D + A ⊗ X + Y ⊗ B
is nonsingular and, besides that, rank X = rank Y = 1, then
tRank(M−1) 5.
Proof. If the matrices C and D are nonsingular, then
M = (C ⊗ D)
(
I + C−1A ⊗ D−1X + C−1Y ⊗ D−1B
)
and the case reduces to direct application of Theorem 2.1, provided that thematrices K = I + C−1A ⊗
D−1X and L = I + C−1Y ⊗ D−1B are nonsingular. If the latter does not hold for the givenA and B, it still
does for their ε-approximations Aε ≈ A and Bε ≈ B for all sufﬁciently small ε > 0. Furthermore, at
any rate we can ﬁnd nonsingular matrices Cε and Dε within an ε-distance from C and D, respectively;
then we fall back on the following: if a sequence of matrices converges, then the limit matrix is of
tensor rank that cannot exceed the maximum of tensor ranks of the sequence terms (note that this is
no longer so in them-adic case withm > 2) [8,15]. 
For given p and qwe can ﬁnd a matrixM with tRank(M−1) = 5 using a computer. That is what we
really did for a sample of p and q. If we have such amatrix for some p = p0 and q = q0 than it is easy to
produce a matrix M˜ with the same property tRank(M−1) = 5 for any p p0 and q = q0. In particular,
we can consider
M˜ =
[
M 0
0 I
]
.
It is easy to recognize that M˜ is structured according to (7) so long asM is.
3. Another proof and inversion algorithm
Given a matrix Z , denote by
z = VECTOR(Z)
a column vector assembling the columns of Z in the natural order. In this case, let us also agree towrite
Z = MATRIX(z),
no ambiguity rising if the sizes are ﬁxed (below they are clear from the context). These vectorization
andmatrization operations are closely related to a Kronecker product multiplication by a vector.
Lemma 3.1. For any matrices A and B
VECTOR(BZA) = (A ⊗ B)z, z = VECTOR(Z).
The claim is checked straightforwardly.
Now, letM be a matrix of order n = pq. Then a kth column ofM can be pointed to by a unique pair
of indices (i, j) ↔ k such that
k = (i − 1)q + j, 1 i p, 1 j q.
Lemma 3.2. Assume that A = [a1, . . ., ap] is p × p and B = [b1, . . ., bq] is q × q. Then M is of the Kro-
necker product structure
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M = A ⊗ B
if and only if the columns Mk of M are of the form
Mk = VECTOR
(
bja

i
)
, k ↔ (i, j).
Proof. Obviously (A ⊗ B)k = ai ⊗ bj . Then, by application of Lemma 3.1 with z = [1] we obtain
ai ⊗ bj = VECTOR
(
bja

i
)
. 
Let e′j and ei are the columns j and i of the identitymatrices of order q and p, respectively. If k ↔ (i, j)
then the column k of the identity matrix of order n = pq is of the form ei ⊗ e′j . By Lemma 3.2,
MATRIX
(
ei ⊗ e′j
)
= e′jei .
Suppose that z is a kth column of the inverse to a matrixM of the form
M = I + A ⊗ uv + gh ⊗ B.
Then, taking into account that MATRIX(Mz) = e′jei and using Lemma 3.1, we obtain
Z + uvZA + BZhg = e′jei ,
and thence
Z = e′jei − xg − uy, (11)
where
x = BZh, y = AZv. (12)
Thus, the kth column z of M−1 is given by the matrix Z which is of rank at most 3 and completely
deﬁned by the vectors x and y depending on k ↔ (i, j). To calculate these vectors,we derive convenient
equations by excluding Z from (11) and (12). The ﬁrst equation comes bymultiplication of both sides of
(11) by B from the left and by h from the right while the second appears from the transposed equation
after premultiplication by A and postmultiplication by v. In the result,
x = Be′jei h − Bxgh − Buyh,
y = Aei
(
e′j
)
v − Agxv − Ayuv,
or, in the matrix form,[
I + (gh)B Buh
Agv I + (uv)A
] [
x
y
]
=
⎡⎣ Be′jei h
Aei
(
e′j
)
v
⎤⎦ . (13)
Let us assume that the diagonal blocks I + (gh)B and I + (uv)A are both nonsingular. Then (13)
can be recast in a simpler form[
I B̂uh
Âgv I
] [
x
y
]
=
⎡⎣ B̂e′jei h
Âei
(
e′j
)
v
⎤⎦ ,
where
B̂ =
(
I + (gh)B
)−1
B, Â =
(
I + (uv)A
)−1
A.
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By the block Gaussian elimination it reduces to[
I B̂uh
0 I − (vB̂u)̂Agh
] [
x
y
]
=
[
hiB̂e
′
j
vjÂei − cjhiÂg
]
with
hi = ei h, vj =
(
e′j
)
v, cj = vB̂e′j.
According to the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula,(
I − (vB̂u)̂Agh
)−1 = I + cÂgh
with some scalar c. Therefore,
y =
(
I + cÂgh
) (
vjÂei − cjhiÂg) = vjÂei + (djhi + cvjsi)̂Ag,
where
dj = −cj − cjc(hÂg), si = hÂei.
It now follows that
x = hiB̂e′j − B̂uh
(
vjÂei + (djhi + cvjsi)̂Ag) = hiB̂e′j − (γ vjsi + djhi)̂Bu,
where
γ = 1 + c(hÂg).
Finally,
x = hiB̂e′j − (dvjsi + djhi)̂Bu,
y = vjÂei + (djhi + cvjsi)̂Ag (14)
and, using (11),
Z = e′jei − (vju)(̂A(ei + csig)) −
(
B̂
(
e′j − dju
))
(hig)

− (dju)(hiÂg) − (γ vjB̂u)(sig). (15)
Now we are in a position to apply Lemma 3.2. Introduce some new matrices as follows:
A′ = Â(I + cgs), s = [s1 · · · sp],
B′ = B̂(I − ud), d = [d1 · · · dq].
Then, on the base of Lemma 3.2,
M−1 = I − A′ ⊗ uv − gh ⊗ B′ − Âgh ⊗ ud − γ gs ⊗ B̂uv. (16)
In the derivation we used nonsingularity of the coefﬁcient matrix in (13). This is not an addi-
tional assumption, because it follows from the nonsingularity of M. Indeed, the coefﬁcient matrix is
nonsingular if the solutions x and y are deﬁned uniquely. The latter is granted as Z is unique.
At the same time,weused anextra assumption, that thediagonal blocks I + (gh)B and I + (uv)A
are nonsingular. Note that it is equivalent to nonsingularity of the matrices K = I + A ⊗ uv and
L = I + gh ⊗ B (cf. Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2).
Thus, in this section we have produced another proof of the estimate
tRank(M−1) 5.
Moreover, it is given by constructions that show explicitly how all the matrices and vectors involved
in (16) can be computed. In the case of unstructured matrices A and B the computational complexity
is obviously O(p3 + q3). Note also that for diagonal A and B the cost falls down to O(p + q).
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4. More results
Lemma 4.1. Let the entries of all matrices belong to an arbitrary ﬁeld F. If a matrix of the form
K = I +
r∑
i=1
Ai ⊗ uivi (17)
with p × p matrices Ai and column vectors ui, vi with q entries is nonsingular, then
K−1 = I +
r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
Aij ⊗ uivj (18)
with some p × p matrices Aij.
Proof. The given matrix K can be viewed as a rank pr update of the identity matrix:
K = I +
r∑
i=1
(Ai ⊗ ui)
(
I ⊗ vi
)
= I + [A1 ⊗ u1 · · · Ar ⊗ ur]
⎡⎢⎣I ⊗ v1· · ·
I ⊗ vr
⎤⎥⎦ .
Then, the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula yields
K−1 = I + [A1 ⊗ u1 · · · Ar ⊗ ur]
⎡⎣W11 · · · W1r· · · · · · · · ·
Wr1 · · · Wrr
⎤⎦
⎡⎢⎣I ⊗ v1· · ·
I ⊗ vr
⎤⎥⎦ ,
whereWij ∈ Fp×p. Along with the equalities
(Ai ⊗ ui)Wij
(
I ⊗ vj
)
= AiWij ⊗ uivj ,
it implies that
K−1 = I +
r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
(Ai ⊗ ui)Wij
(
I ⊗ vj
)
=
r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
(
AiWij ⊗ uivj
)
. 
Lemma 4.2. If a matrix of the form
L = I +
r∑
i=1
gih

i ⊗ Bi (19)
with q × q matrices Bi and column vectors gi, hi with p entries is nonsingular, then
L−1 = I +
r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
gih

j ⊗ Bij (20)
with some q × q matrices Bij.
Proof. We adduce the argument of the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
Theorem 4.1. Let the entries of all matrices belong to an arbitrary ﬁeld F. Let a nonsingular matrix M be
of the form
M = I +
r∑
i=1
(
Ai ⊗ uivi + gihi ⊗ Bi
)
. (21)
Assume additionally that the correspondingmatrices K and L deﬁned by (17) and (19) are both nonsingular.
Then
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tRank(M−1) = O(r4) (22)
uniformly in p, q.
If F ⊂ C then it holds notwithstanding the nonsingularity of K and L.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, observe that
KL − M =
⎛⎝ r∑
i=1
Ai ⊗ uivi
⎞⎠⎛⎝ r∑
j=1
gjh

j ⊗ Bj
⎞⎠
=
r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
(
Ai ⊗ uivi
) (
gjh

j ⊗ Bj
)
=
r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
(
Aigjh

j ⊗ uivi Bj
)
=
r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
(Aigj ⊗ ui)
(
hj ⊗ vi Bj
)
.
Thus,M is a rank r2 update of the matrix KL. Therefore,
M−1 = L−1
⎛⎝I + r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
r∑
k=1
r∑
l=1
cijklK
−1(Aigj ⊗ ui)
(
hl ⊗ vk Bl
)
L−1
⎞⎠ K−1
for some scalar coefﬁcients cijkl ∈ F. Allowing for (18), we obtain
K−1(Aigj ⊗ ui) =
(
I +
r∑
s=1
r∑
t=1
Ast ⊗ usvt
)
(Aigj ⊗ ui)
= (Aigj ⊗ ui) +
r∑
s=1
r∑
t=1
(
vt ui
)
AstAigj ⊗ us
= Aigj ⊗ ui +
r∑
s=1
(
r∑
t=1
(
vt ui
)
AstAi
)
gj ⊗ us
=
r∑
s=1
A˜isgj ⊗ us
for properly deﬁned matrices A˜is. Similarly, using (20),(
hl ⊗ vk Bl
)
L−1 =
(
hl ⊗ vk Bl
) (
I +
r∑
s=1
r∑
t=1
gsh

t ⊗ Bst
)
=
(
hl ⊗ vk Bl
)
+
r∑
s=1
r∑
t=1
ht ⊗
(
hl gs
)
vk BlBst
=
(
hl ⊗ vk Bl
)
+
r∑
t=1
ht ⊗
(
r∑
s=1
vk
(
hl gs
)
BlBst
)
=
r∑
t=1
ht ⊗ vk B˜lt
for some matrices B˜lt . Putting these formulas together, we deduce that
M−1 = L−1
⎛⎝I + r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
r∑
k=1
r∑
l=1
r∑
s=1
r∑
t=1
cijklA˜isgjh

t ⊗ usvk B˜lt
⎞⎠ K−1.
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At this stage we can obviously claim that tRank(M−1) = O(r10). However, we can have a much ﬁner
estimate.
Denote the 6-fold sum in the above formula by Z . Then
M−1 = L−1K−1 + L−1ZK−1
= L−1K−1 + (L−1 − I)Z(K−1 − I) + (L−1 − I)Z + Z(K−1 − I) + Z
= L−1K−1 + W + V + X + Z ,
where
V = (L−1 − I)Z , W = V(K−1 − I), X = Z(K−1 − I).
First of all, we can ﬁgure out that
Z =
r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
r∑
s=1
r∑
t=1
⎛⎝A˜isgjht ⊗ r∑
k=1
r∑
l=1
cijklusv

k B˜lt
⎞⎠ .
Consequently, tRank Z = O(r4).
We proceed to study the tensor structure of V = (L−1 − I)Z . Recall that
L−1 = I +
r∑
β=1
gαh

β ⊗ Bαβ.
Thus, a natural tensor representation of V evolves into a 8-fold sum that runs over independent indices
1α,β , i, j, k, l, s, t  r and consists of tensor-product terms of the form
cijkl
(
gαh

β ⊗ Bαβ
) (
A˜isgjh

t ⊗ usvk B˜lt
)
= cijkl(gα ⊗ I)
(
hβ ⊗ Bαβ
) (˜
Aisgj ⊗ us) (ht ⊗ vk B˜lt)
= cijkl(gα ⊗ I)
(
hβ A˜isgj ⊗ Bαβus
) (
ht ⊗ vk B˜lt
)
= cijklc˜ijβs(gα ⊗ Bαβus)
(
ht ⊗ vk B˜lt
)
, c˜ijβs = hβ A˜isgj.
Consequently,
V =
r∑
α=1
r∑
β=1
r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
r∑
k=1
r∑
l=1
r∑
s=1
r∑
t=1
cijklc˜ijβs(gα ⊗ Bαβus)
(
ht ⊗ vk B˜lt
)
=
r∑
α=1
r∑
β=1
r∑
k=1
r∑
l=1
r∑
s=1
r∑
t=1
dklβs(gα ⊗ Bαβus)
(
ht ⊗ vk B˜lt
)
,
where
dklβs =
r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
cijklc˜ijβs.
Furthermore,
V =
r∑
α=1
r∑
t=1
⎛⎝gαht ⊗ r∑
β=1
r∑
k=1
r∑
l=1
r∑
s=1
dklβsBαβusv

k B˜lt
⎞⎠ ,
which implies that tRank V = O(r2).
In order to estimate the tensor rank ofW = V(K−1 − I), let us recollect that
K−1 = I +
r∑
γ=1
r∑
δ=1
Aγ δ ⊗ uγ vδ
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and, similarly to the above, examine the 8-fold sum representation of W consisting of the following
tensor-product terms:
dklβs(gα ⊗ Bαβus)
(
ht ⊗ vk B˜lt
)
(Aγ δ ⊗ uγ )
(
I ⊗ vδ
)
= dklβs(gα ⊗ Bαβus)
(
ht Aγ δ ⊗ vk B˜ltuγ
) (
I ⊗ vδ
)
= dklβsd˜kltγ (gα ⊗ Bαβus)
(
ht Aγ δ ⊗ vδ
)
, d˜kltγ = vk B˜ltuγ .
Eventually,W transforms into
W =
r∑
γ=1
r∑
δ=1
r∑
α=1
r∑
β=1
r∑
k=1
r∑
l=1
r∑
s=1
r∑
t=1
dklβsd˜kltγ (gα ⊗ Bαβus)
(
ht Aγ δ ⊗ vδ
)
=
r∑
γ=1
r∑
δ=1
r∑
α=1
r∑
β=1
r∑
s=1
r∑
t=1
d′stβγ (gα ⊗ Bαβus)
(
ht Aγ δ ⊗ vδ
)
.
where
d′stβγ =
r∑
k=1
r∑
l=1
dklβsd˜kltγ .
Finally,W can be recast as
W =
r∑
α=1
r∑
t=1
r∑
γ=1
r∑
δ=1
⎛⎝gαht Aγ δ ⊗ r∑
β=1
r∑
s=1
d′stβγ Bαβusvδ
⎞⎠ .
Therefore, tRank W = O(r4).
Now we apply a similar algebra to a 8-fold sum representation for X = Z(K−1 − I) consisting of
the terms
cijkl (˜Aisgj ⊗ us)
(
ht ⊗ vk B˜lt
)
(Aγ δ ⊗ uγ )
(
i ⊗ vδ
)
= cijkl (˜Aisgj ⊗ us)
(
ht Aγ δ ⊗ vk B˜ltuγ
) (
I ⊗ vδ
)
= cijkl
(
vk B˜ltuγ
)
(˜Aisgj ⊗ us)
(
ht Aγ δ ⊗ vδ
)
.
Let
c′ijtγ =
r∑
k=1
r∑
l=1
cijkl
(
vk B˜ltuγ
)
.
Then
X =
r∑
s=1
r∑
δ=1
⎛⎝ r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
r∑
t=1
r∑
γ=1
c′ijtγ A˜isgjht Aγ δ ⊗ usvδ
⎞⎠ ,
which makes it clear that tRank X = O(r2).
Finally, the inverse matrix M−1 = L−1K−1 + W + V + X + Z is expressed as the sum of O(r4)
tensor-product terms, which completes the proof. 
5. A mixed format
Let us revisit somewhat the claim and proof of Theorem 4.1. It states that a general class of
nonsingular matrices of the form
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M = I +
r∑
i=1
(
Ai ⊗ uivi + gihi ⊗ Bi
)
is closed under inversion, in the sense that the tensor ranks of M and M−1 are bounded from above
independently of size.
The estimate (22), all the same,manifests a certain increase of the tensor rank for the inversematrix.
It seems it may grow even considerably (although it might be an artefact of the proof technique).
However, when seeking a numerically viable structure in the inverse matrix we need not conﬁne
ourselves to the tensor format solely. Moreover, a good format is already suggested by the proof of
Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 5.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 the inverse matrix can be written in the form
M−1 = L−1K−1 + R, (23)
where K and L are deﬁned by (17) and (19). The matrices K−1 and L−1 are of low-tensor rank:
tRank(K−1) r2 + 1, tRank (L−1) r2 + 1,
while R is of low classical rank:
rank R r2.
Proof. It sufﬁces to take into account that
L−1K−1 − M−1 = (KL)−1 − M−1 = −(KL)−1(KL − M)M−1
and use the low-rank expression for KL − M in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
The right-hand side of (23) involves low-tensor rank and low-rank matrices and can be referred to
as a mixed format. Anyway it provides a structured low-parametric representation for the inverse of
M with as small as O(r2) parameters.
Another natural suggestion is to use L−1K−1 as an explicit preconditioner for M in iterative pro-
cesses. It is clear that
M(L−1K−1) = I + R̂, rank R̂ r2.
Since the rank of R̂ is bounded uniformly in size, we should regard L−1K−1 as a so-called “superlinear
preconditioner”.
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